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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

Statement of the Problem

It is the purpose of this thesis to determine the com-

parative differences and similarities of the accompanied

violin sonatas of the two contemporary eighteenth-century

composers, Johann Sebastian Bach and George Frederick Handel.

Significance of the Subject

Perhaps the most significant feature of the present

study is the virtual absence of published material on the

subject. A thorough survey of all available literature on

the subject revealed that there is no adequate stylistic

study or comparison of the Bach and Handel sonatas for

violin and piano extant. Reference books provide only a

statement or two concerning such superficial information as

the keys of the sonatas and the types of movements in each

sonata. Even in Albert Schweitzer's exhaustive work, J. S.

Bach, where one would expect to find a lengthy and reveal-

ing discussion of them, these sonatas are treated very in-

adequately from the standpoint of style.

This neglected subject takes on greater significance

1
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when one views the vital and important place which these

sonatas hold in the repertoire of every violinist. It is,

therefore, the writers hope that this comparative study

will not only aid the reader in becoming familiar with and

understanding the inherent differences and similarities of

the musical styles of Bach and Handel as manifest in these

monumental works, but also that it will prove to be some-

thing of a worthwhile contribution to the already vast

amount of literature on Bach and Handel.

Historical Background

The title of "sonata" is generally believed to have

been first used by Bonifazio Graziani in the sixteenth cen-

tury. Te early Italian composers employed the term to de-

note the instrumental counterpart of the cantata which was

a vocal composition.

The seventeentk-century sonata was developed from the

canzona, an early instrumental form written in more or less

strict imitation. The immediate successor of the canzona

was the sonata da chiesa, that is, an instrumental sonata

suitable for the church. Its form consisted of a broad and

rather majestic introduction followed by a rapid "fugato"

passage; this second section was, in turn, preceded by a

short "largo" which culminated in a light "fugato. " Coeval

with the sonata da chiesa was a secular sonata known as the

sonata da camera. This latter sonata consisted of a group
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of dances, essentially the sane as the suite.

Credit for the development of the violin and piano

sonata is given to the eminent Italian violinist and com-

poser, Archangelo Corelli, 1653-1713, although earlier com-

posers such as Vitali and Morini had already developed the

form. Regarding Corelli's position in music history, Paul

David says: "Corelli has a double claim to a prominent

place in the history of musical art -- as a great violinist

who laid a finn foundation for all future development of

technique and of a pure style of playing; and as a composer

who materially advanced the progress of composition."1 In

Italy, Corelli created an entire school of composers, which

included such masters as Tartini, Veracini, Geminiana, and

Vivaldi. The combined works of these men form the basis of

all violin music, and paved the way, as it were, for the en-

riching contributions to violin literature which Bach and

Handel subsequently made.

The six accompanied violin sonatas of J. S. Bach are

believed to have been written during the composer's years at

Cothen. This period of Bach's creative life extended from

1717 to 1723, a period in which he was chiefly engrossed

in the production of chamber works.

In referring to the Handel sonatas for violin and piano,

1Sir George Grove, editor, Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 1, 725.
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R. A. Streatfield affims: "At what date the violin sonatas

were composed is not certainly known. They were very likely

written for Dubourg, who played Handel's music at concerts

as early as 1719, or perhaps for the Prince of Wales, who

took lessons from Dubourg about 1730.02

Method of Investigation

The first step in this investigation was to make a

survey of the bibliography pertaining to the Bach and Handel

sonatas for violin and piano. The next step was to under-

take a systematic study of the sonatas, and to note stylistic

similarities and differences therein. During the examina-

tion of the musical score, excerpts were collected illus-

trating the salient features of each composers style.

Method of Presentation

The results of this investigation will be presented

in seven main sections, in addition to the introduction

and the final summary and conclusions. Considering the

accompanied violin sonatas of both Bach and Handel, these

seven chapters deal, respectively, with range and register,

phraseology, sequential treatment, melodic contour, melodic

progression, figuration, and ornamentation.

Numerous excerpts from the music of both composers

have been selected to illustrate various aspects of style.

2R. A. Streatfield, Handel, pp. 328-329.
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Each musical example is identified by the number of the

sonata and of the movement, page, brace, and also the

measure counting from the beginning of the brace. For ex-

ample, the indication "II -- 4, 13.7.4," would mean that the

excerpt is taken from the second sonata, fourth movement,

page thirteen, the seventh brace, and the fourth measure of

that brace. References herein are to the C. F. Peters edi-

tion of the Bach sonatas and to the Carl Fischer edition of

the Handel sonatas.



CHAPTER II

RANGE AND REGISTER

Comparative Ranges

With regard to the item of range, it is interesting to
note that neither Bach nor Handel included anything in
their sonatas that extends beyond the note E ) two

octaves and a third above middle C. In other words, the

sonatas were designed to be played in only the first four

of the twelve hand positions commonly &aployed by the violin-

ist of today. The reader must not conclude from this that

Bach never composed music for the violin that did not demand

any position above the fourth. The unaccompanied partitas

and sonatas of the same composer frequently call for the

use of the fifth position. Furthermore, prior to Bach,
the employment of the fifth position is imperative in many

of the violin sonatas of Heinrich von Biber, for example, a
distinguished predecessor of J. S. Bach. The writer discov-

ered no other violin works of Handel that exceeded the

fourth position

It may be observed from the tables of range in the
sonatas of both Bach and Handel that Bach requires the

fourth position in all but the last two sonatas, while in

6
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TABLE 1

THE RANGES OF INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF J. S. BACH

Sonata Fir st Movement Second Movement I Third Movement Fourth Movement
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TABLE 2

THE RANGES OF INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF HANDEL

Sonata First Movement Second Movement Third Movement Fourth Movement
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the Handel works the fourth position is required in only

two sonatas, namely, the first and fifth. The two composers

differ conspicuously also in the fact that all of Handel's

third sonata may be interpreted in the first and second

positions, while none of the six Bach sonatas can be per-

formed without the employment of at least the first three

positions.

Register

Before defining the register manifest in each of the

movements of the Bach and Handel accompanied violin sonatas

as being predominantly high, middle, or low, we must first

of all clarify the concept of each of these respective

registers. To begin with, the term registerr" as used

herein, refers to the predominating compass exhibited by

the individual sonata movements. For example, a composi-

tion may possess a range extending over a space of two oc-

taves, but if the upper octave is utilized chiefly, we then

classify the register of the work according to its second

octave. After an examination of the Bach and Handel

sonatas with the problem of register in mind, the writer has

concluded that register, in the majority of cases, may be

more clearly shown in the subsequent manner:

Fig. 1. -- Low
register

Fig. 2. -- Middle
register.

Fig. 3.--High
register.
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In some few instances, there are movements in the Bach

and Handel sonatas which are not confined to one specific

register but instead bear a proportionate amount of material

in all registers. These movements may be said to possess

an "overall register." As shown in the above figures, the

individual registers overlap and consist approximately of

the interval of a ninth.

The tables of register, below, illustrate that the

Bach sonatas possess an infinitely greater variety in regis-

ter than do the Handel sonatas. As a matter of fact, only

TABLE 3

THE COMPARATIVE REGISTERS FOUND IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF BACH

Sonata First Movement Second Movement Third Movement Fourth Movement

I Overall regis- High register High register High register
ter

II High register Middle register Middle regis- Middle register
ter

III Middle regis- Middle register Middle regis- Overall regis-
ter ter ter

IV High register High register Low register Overall regis-
ter

V Overall regis- Middle register Middle regis- Middle regis-
ter ter ter

VI Overall regis- Middle register High register Overall regis-
ter ter
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TABLE 4

THE COMPARATIVE REGISTERS FOUND IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF HANDEL

Sonata First Movement Second Movement Third Movement Fourth Movement

I Middle regis- Middle register Overall regis- High register
ter ter

II Middle regis- Middle register High register Middle regis-
ter ter

III Middle regis- High register High register Middle regis-
ter ter

IV Middle regis- Middle register High register Middle regis-
ter ter

V Middle regis- Middle register Middle regis- Overall regis-
ter ter ter

VI Middle regis- Middle regis- Middle regis- Middle regis-
ter ter ter ter

seven movements out of the total twenty-four in the Handel

collection of six sonatas exhibit a register other than the

middle one. Bach, on the ot1er hand, employs the low regis-

ter once (none of the Handel movements is predominantly in

this register), the middle register ten times, the high

register seven times, and the overall register six times.

Both composers utilize the middle register more frequently

than either the high or low registers, however.



CHAPTER III

PHRASEOLOGY

"The phrase," says Sir Hubert C. Parry in Grove's Dic-

tionary, "is one of the smallest among the divisions which

distinguish the for of a musical work. Where there are

distinct portions marked off by closes like full stops, and

half closes like stops of less emphasis, the complete

divisions are generally called periods, and the lesser

divisions phrases. The word is not and can hardly be used

with much exactness and uniformity, for sometimes a phrase

may be all, as it were, contained in one breath, and some-

times subordinate divisions may be very clearly marked."

In studying the phraseology of the accompanied violon sonatas

of Bach and Handel, both the violin and piano scores were

carefully examined. However, the conclusions regarding

phrase structure were made through a study of the melodic

(violin) line independent of its accompaniment. This was

necessary in view of the fact that, more often than not,

the piano phrase does not coincide with that of the violin.

The phrase, as it is found in the sonatas of both Bach

and Handel, is of varying length; this may be seen in

Tables 5 and 6, presented later in this chapter. Here we

12
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find that both composers utilized the short phrase more ex-

tensively than the long phrase. However, an apparent dif-

ference is observable in the fact that Bach makes greater

use of the extended phrase than does Handel. The Bach

sonatas reveal eighteen occurrences of phrases seven measures

in length, while the Handel sonatas contain only seven.

Generally, Bach employee the phrase, consisting of from

five to ten measures in length, more than twice as many

times as does Handel.

It is interesting to note that the phrases of Bach and

Handel differ in still another respect; namely, that the most

commonly employed phrase is four measures long in the works

of the former, while in the sonatas of the latter, the two-

measure phrase is most common. Relative to the employment

of extended phrases, we note that the two composers strike

a similarity, in that they both have chosen to include a

comparatively greater amount of long phrases in the fast

second and fourth movements than in the slow first and third

movements.

The following excerpt is typical of phrase structure

found in the six accompanied violin sonatas of J. S. Bach:

U3~M low 41. ~

;(Ii V

OWN=U

Fig. 4. - Typical phrase in Bach.
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A phrase typical of those seen in the six accompanied

violin sonatas of Handel is illustrated in the following

example:

Fig. 5. -- Typical phrase in Handel.

The writer confesses that he found the task of locat-

ing phrase beginnings and phrase endings exceedingly diffi-

cult, particularly in the sonatas of Bach. In view of the

fact that the must of Bach and the polyphonic era in gen-

eral is characterized by phrase structure which is veiled

and abstruse, rather than clear and well-defined, the per-

ception and definition of phrases therein becomes, not in-

frequently, an arbitrary matter.

Attention should be called to Bach's preference for

the even-numbered short phrase of four measures, and for

the even-numbered long phrase of eight measures, as indi-

cated in Table 5.

Handel, on the other hand, showed a preference for the

short, even-numbered phrases of two and four measures in

length (Table 6).
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TABLE 5

THE FREQUENCY OF VARIOUS PHRASE LENGTHS FOUND
IN THE ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF BACH

Number of Measures in Phrase
Movement

Types
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

First (slow)
movements. 23 20 22 10 7 1 1 0 0

Second (fast)
movements. 10 27 28 18 9 5 13 3 1

Third (slow)
movements. 10 5 17 6 7 2 4 0 0

Fourth (fast)
movements. 10 21 22 18 16 10 19 4 2

TABLE 6

THE FREQUENCY OF VARIOUS PHRASE LENGTHS FOUND
IN THE ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF HANDEL

Number of Measures in Phrase
Movement

Types
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

First (slow)
movements.. 20 11 13 2 2 0 0 0 0

Second (fast)
movements.. 15 8 25 8 8 3 1 1 0

Third (slow)
movements). 13 6 11 2 1 0 4 0 0

FTurth (fast)
movements.. 27 7 23 4 5 4 4 1 1
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It may briefly be concluded, from the foregoing survey,

that the phrase structure found in the accompanied violin

sonatas of Bach is manifestly more varied than that con-

tained in the analogous works of Handel. Although both com-

posers are partial to the short phrase, Bach utilizes the

extended phrase much more frequently than Handel,



CHAPTER IV

SEQUENTIAL TREATMENT

Among the factors of musical structure embodied in the

accompanied violin sonatas of Johann Sebastian Bach and

George Frederick Handel, that of sequence plays a signifi-

cant role inthe course of the sonata movement. A perusal

of the sonatas of these two eighteenth-century composers

resulted in the discovery that Bach utilized the device of

sequence more extensively than Handel. It is interesting

to note that in the works of the latter the third movements,

with but one exception, manifest no sequential treatment.

This may be attributed to the fact that sequence is charac-

teristically better suited to fast movements than to slow

movements.1 The one exception of a third movement wherein

Handel has employed sequence is the fourth sonata. We find

that this same shortage of sequence, as it were, is also

present in the slow movements of the Bach sonatas, but to a

lesser degree than that which is manifest in the Handel

1"It is pointed out that the lively two-part pieces con-
tain more use of sequence than do the more compact and slower
moving works," Hermann Keller, Die Sequenz bei Bach, Bach Jahr-
buck, Leipzig, XXXVI (1939), 3~42; re erreaTo in~A Biblio-
raphy of Periodical Literature in Musicolbgy ard AlTied
Fields, No.T OcET., 1939-Sept.~~~14),p. 2.

17
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sonatas. Sequence may, first of all, be styled either "ex-

act" or "inexact," depending upon whether or not it is en-

tirely or partly a note-for-note repetition on either a

higher or lower level of an immediately preceding musical

figure or pattern. Exact sequence is seen in the following

illustration isolated from Bachts first sonata:

.0- V e e

Fig. 6. -- Exact sequence in Bach.

An example of Bach's use of "inexact sequence" is shown in

the following:

4 w

Fig. 7. -- Inexact sequence in Bach.

The subsequent illustration is one of the numerous

instances of "exact sequence" found in the sonatas of Handel:

Fig. 8. -- Exact sequence in Handel.
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An illustration of Handel's sparse employment of "inexact

sequence" is the following:

Fig. 9. -- Inexact sequence in Handel.

The extent to which both Bach and Handel employed these

two types of sequence may be seen in Table 7 later in the

present chapter.

A noteworthy aspect of sequential treatment is its

melodic directIon, that is, whether or not it is ascending

or descending in nature. Upon careful examination of the

Bach accompanied violin sonatas, a total of eighty-four ex-

amples of sequence was found, all of which either ascended

or descended by means of the interval of a second or the

interval of a third. Table 7 discloses, numerically, the

fact that both Bach and Handel employed the interval of the

second more frequently than the interval of the third in the

ascension and descension of sequence.

The following examples of sequence are typical occur-

rences in the Bach sonatas for violin and accompaniment,

descending and ascending, respectively, by the interval of

a second:
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Fig. 10. -- Descending sequence by the
terval of a second in Bach.

in-

Fig. 11. -- Ascending sequence by the interval
of a second in Bach.

Bach's employment of the interval of a third in descend-

ing and ascending sequence is seen in the following figures:

Fig. 12. -- Descending sequence by the inter-
val of a third in Bach.

__ -1r -- -
SA"w'77-7-" vvmmlmmmw - & -A mwAWI dop- --- 0 a

f 
9

Va i
ILL ;a- I

A lux-

Fig. 13. -- Ascending sequence by the interval
of a third in Bach.

._ _ A ._.._--._.._. ..._.,_._ _. ._
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A total of thirty-nine sequences was found in the six

accompanied violin sonatas of Handel. The subsequent figures

illustrate Handel's use of sequence descending and ascend-

ing by the interval of a second:

Fig. 14. -- Descending sequence by the inter-
val of a second in Handel.

Fig. 15. -- Ascending sequence by the interval
of a second in Handel,

Handel's use of sequence descending and ascending by

the interval of a third is seen in the examples below:

Fig. 16. -- Descending sequence by the inter-
val of a third in Handel.
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Fig. 17. -- Ascending sequence by the interval
of a third in Handel.

Another feature of sequence lies in its inherent struc-

tural concept; that is to say, whether or not as a recurring

pattern it is fundamentally chordal or scalelike in charac-

ter.

The following examples illustrate what is meant by the

terms "chordal" and "scalewise" types of sequence:

Fig. 18-- Chordal sequence in Bach.

Fig. 19. -- Scalewise sequence in Bgeh.

As may be seen in Table 7, Handel, like Bach, also

manifests a greater amount of melodic sequence founded upon
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TABLE 7

THE FREQUENCY OF SEQUENCE TYPES FOUND IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF BACH AND HANDEL

Sequence Type Bach Handel

Exct...-- ----.-.... 70 32

Inexact,...,..,......,147

Ascending by interval of
second....,.--*. .*....... 21 11

Descending by interval of
second. ... 4 - -.......... 31 14

Ascending by interval of third 14 6

Descending by interval of
third..-- .---.--.. .. .... 18 8

Chordal . . . . . . . . .--- ---. - -- 18 13

Sc alewise........,...... ... 56 23

Mied------- -....... 10 3

scale patterns than chordal ones.

Handel's use of chordal and scalewise sequence is ex-

emplified in the following excerpts:

X2,I ISL

Fig. 20.-- Chordal sequence in Handel.
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lift ---

Fig. 21. -- Scalewise sequence in Handel.

In addition to sequence which is composed essentially

of a chordal or scale figure, the accompanied violin sonatas

of both composers sometimes display what may be referred to

as a mixture of the two types. That is to say, the se-

quence combines, in quasi-equal amounts, both scalewise and

chordal material.

A remarkable occurrence of this so-called "mixture" is

illustrated in the following example taken from the third

movement of Bach's second sonata:

4.. xL .0- in AL A.

II

Fig 22 -- M xe&dseqencen~

The Bach sonatas display mixed sequence in ten in-

stances, while the Handel works contain but three examples

of this type -- one of which is seen in the subsequent

figure:

6-
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Fig. 23. -- Mixed sequence in Handel.

Listed above in Table 7 are the various types of se-

quence discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, together with

the number of times which each occurs in the collected

sonatas of the two composers.

In the study of sequential treatment as characterized

in the sonatas of Bach and Handel, the writer found no ves-

tige of uniformity in regard to the length of the sequen-

tial pattern. As to the number of recurrences of a pattern,

it is safe to say that practice varies from between two and

four times. Extended and brief sequential statements are

an inherent feature of both the Bach and the Handel sonatas,

as are also sequences recurring from two to four times.

The writer also discovered that sequence, as such,

does not serve in these sonatas as a modulatory device; the

sequences used are entirely non-modulatory in character and

consequently differ from the modulatory sequences encountered

in the Bach and Handel keyboard music, particularly in the

fugues.



CHAPTER V

MELODIC CONTOUR

All melody possesses the attribute of contour. The

contour of a melodic line or phrase refers to its general

direction; that is, whether or not the melody rises, falls,

or remains static. These three aspects taken together con-

stitute what we know as contour. Each of these three ele-

ments, as it appears in the accompanied violin sonatas of

Bach and Handel, will be considered in this comparative

study. Let us turn, at this time, to the first of these

three structural elements which make up melodic contour,
namely, the ascending line.

Ascending Line

The sonatas of J. S. Bach characteristically reveal

melodic line that rises both deliberately and rapidly. A

line which ascends slowly is obviously composed of small in-

tervals and moves in an unaccelerated manner. A rapidly as-
cending melodic line, on the other hand, may consist of
large interval skips proceeding unhurriedly or it may also
consist of small, diatonic intervals advancing in fast

rhythms. A lucid example of a slowly ascending melodic line

26
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in the Bach sonatas is the following excerpt:

Fig. 24. -- Slowly ascending line in Bach.

Bach's employment of the rapidly ascending line by

means of interval skips is seen in the following:

X-I 18VI

Fig. 25. -- Rapidly ascending line by
skips in Bach.

Melodic line composed of rapidly ascending diatonic in-

tervals -- the most common type found in the sonatas of Bach

-- is shown in the subsequent illustration:

44 V F M -I =

Fig. 26. -- Rapidly ascending line by
steps in Bach.

The accompanied violin sonatas of Handel similarly re-

veal rising melodic line which falls into the three cate-

gories mentioned above.
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Handel's use of slowly rising melodic line is manifest

in the following example consisting of quarter notes ascend-

ing by steps:

Fig. 27. -- Slowly ascending line in Handel.

Rapid ascension of melodic line through the use of wide

interval skips is well illustrated in the succeeding figure

isolated from Handel's fourth sonata:

Fig. 28. -- Rapid ascending line by
skip in Handel.

The following excerpt exemplifies Handel's use of

melodic line rapidly ascending in a diatonic pattern:

Fig. 29. - Rapidly ascending line by
steps in Hamdel.

Amk

jr --- Ask
vp

ol

T_ W
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It is interesting to note that in the above example

the first and third notes of each successive group of six-

teenths proceed first by a step and then a third, while the

second and fourth notes of each group, which in this case

constitute the melodic line, ascend by step.

Descending Line

The second structural element of melodic contour,

namely, descending line, is ostensibly the opposite of as-

cending line. This type also may be categorized into three

separate methods of descension, specifically, slowly descend-

ing line, rapidly descending line by means of interval skips,

and rapidly descending line through diatonic or scalewise

movement.

The following illustration depicts slowly descending

melodic line as exhibited in the accompanied violin sonatas

of J. S. Bach:

Fig. 30. -- Slowly descending line in Bach.

Bach's employment of the rapidly descending line by

means of interval skips is evident in the ensuing example:
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Fig. 31. -- Rapidly descending line by skips
in Bach.

Rapid diatonically descending melodic material as mani-

fest in the Bach violin sonatas is seen in the following:

Fig. 32. -- Rapidly descending line by steps
in Bach.

In the sonatas of Handel, we find similar means of melo-

dic descension. Note the resemblance which the proceeding

example of slowly descending line in Handel bears to the

comparable example from Bach, Fig. 30:

Fig. 33. -- Slowly descending line in Handel.

Rapidly descending melodic line through the use of

interval skips is seen in the following excerpt from Handells
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third sonata*

Fig. 34. -- Rapidly descending line by
skip in Handel.

HandelIs use of rapid descending melodic line by means

of diatonic progression is illustrated in the following

figure:

Fig. 35. -- Rapidly descending line by
steps in Handel.

Static Line

Whenever a musical figure or phrase does not move in

either an upward or downward direction its melodic line may

justly be styled "static. " In surveying the accompanied

violin sonatas of Bach and Handel, the writer found that

both composers made comparatively little use of static line.

However, considering the extent to which each composer em-

ploys the first two types of melodic line, indicated in

Table 8, Handel makes greater use of static material than

does Bach.
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Static melodic line as it is found in the six accom-

panied sonatas of Bach is shown in the following example:

FrillITB&

Fig. 36. -- Static line in Bach.

The following excerpt displays Handel's employment of

static material:

Fig. 37. -- Static line in Handel.

Table 8 on the following page shows the number of times

which each elauent of melodic contour occurs in the sonatas

of Bach and Handel.

Attention should be called to the fact that the total

number of ascending lines in the Bach sonatas is 164, and

the total number of descending lines therein is 156. Con-

trasted to this, the Handel sonatas contain eighty-one in-

stances of ascending line and eighty-four occurrences of

descending line. A noteworthy difference is evident here,

specifically, Bach t s extensive use of the ascending line
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TABLE 8

THE FREQUENCY OF VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF MELODIC CONTOUR
FOUND IN THE ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS

OF BACH AND HANDEL

Elements of Melodic Contour Bach Handel

Ascending line:

Slw. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .56 28

Rapid by step................ 78 35

Rapid by skip................ 30 18

Descending line:

Slow.......... ,............. 49 30

Rapid by etep................ 70 40

Rapid by skip................ 37 14

Staticline.................... 102 52

and Handel's preference for the descending line. The com-

posers are alike, however, in that both employ ascending

and descending lines which proceed rapidly by step more

frequently than lines which progress slowly and by skips.

In conclusion it may be said that the accompanied

violin sonatas of both Bach and Handel reveal a well-varied

melodic contour shaped, for the most part, by rapid diatonic-

ally ascending and descending melodic line.



CHAPTER VI

MELODIC PROGRESSION

In the preceding chapter on melodic contour we cons id-
ered the direction of melodic line as it is found in the ac-

companied violin sonatas of Bach and Handel. Having dealt

with the descending, ascending, and static aspects of melodic

structure, we shall now turn to a consideration of another

element 'melodic progression. By this term is meant the

intervals involved from note to note in a progression of

melody. The two types of melodic progression discussed

herein are melody which proceeds in a stepwise or linear

manner, and melody which moves angularly or by skip. The

latter part of the chapter is devoted to the illustration

of melodic figures which, based upon the findings of this

study, may be deemed typical of each composer.

Stepwise Movement

The six accompanied violin sonatas of Johann Sebastian

Bach manifest predominantly melodic line which progresses

by step rather than by skip. This fact is, as it were,
an echo of the statement found in the previous chapter

34
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which affirmed that melodic contour in the Bach sonatas

consists of melodic line which, for the most part, descends

and ascends by step.

The following excerpt, taken from the last movement of

the second sonata, is an excellent illustration of Bachts

frequently employed stepwise melodic progression:

it 7.3 S

Fig. 38. -- Melodic progression by step in Bach.

An analogous example of diatonic progression of melody,

isolated from the third movement of Handells last sonata,

is the following:

Fig. 39. -- Melodic progression by step in Handel.

It is noteworthy that both of the representative ex-

amples above consist of notes proceeding successively by

the interval of a second. The extensive use which both

composers make of melodic line progressing by small inter-

val degrees is responsible for the overall linear contour

found in their sonatas.
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Angular Movement

Of the twenty-four movements embodied in the six accom-

panied violin sonatas of Bach, only eight contain melodic

line which is chiefly angular in character. The most com-

mon interval skips by which angularity is achieved in the

Bach sonatas are the fourth, fifth, sixth, and octave.

The following example illustrates Bach's utilization

of the latter three of the above-mentioned intervals:

Fig. 40. -- Melodic progression by skip in Bach.

The two composers are remarkably alike both in respect

to the extent of angularity and to their employment of simi-

lar interval skips. Handel, like his contemporary, ex-

hibits a predominance of angularity in melodic progression

in but eight out of a total of twenty-four movements. He

mirrors Bach's fondness for the common intervals of a fourth,

fifth, sixth, and octave.

Angular movement of melodic line in the accompanied

violin sonatas of Handel is exemplified in the subsequent

excerpt:
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Fig. 41. -- Melodic progression by skip in Handel.

Typical Melodic Figures of Bach

During the process of the writer's investigation of

the Bach and Handel sonatas, it was noticed that certain

melodic figures reappear in different movements and in dif-

ferent sonatas. To all intents and purposes, these common

melodic patterns may be styled "typical," either of Bach or

Handel, whichever the case may be, according to the extent

of recurrence. Let us turn, at this time, to a considera-

tion of typical melodic figures found in the Bach accom-

panied violin sonatas.

The following figure, consisting of the ascending inter-

vals of a fourth and third, occurs in the first, second, and

fourth movements of the third sonata:

A140

Fig. 42. -- Ascending fourth and third.
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In the next typical melodic pattern we find a skip

downward of an octave followed by an upward skip of a

third:

Fig. 43. -- Descending octave and ascending third.

The above f igure is found in the last movement of the

second sonata and in the first movement of the fifth sonata.

The following melodic figure, isolated from the second

movement of the fifth sonata, is also seen in the third

movement of the first sonata and the first movement of the

fifth sonata:

Fig. 44. -- Ascending and descending seconds.

A typical Bachian figure is the one shown below, con-

sisting of a skip downward and then upward of a fifth plus

an upward skip of a third. It is found in the last move-

ment of the second sonata and also in the second movement

of the fourth sonata:
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Fig. 45. - Descending-ascending fifth and
ascending third.

The subsequent pattern would be an exact inversion of

Fig. 42 were it not for the fact that the second interval is

a minor second instead of a major third. The figure appears

in the second movement of the third sonata and in the last

movement of the fifth sonata:

]k %a -VU

Fig. 46. -- Ascending octave and descending
minor second.

Typical Melodic Figures of Handel

Let us now view melodic figures which, based upon their

appearance in the accompanied violin sonatas, are typical of

Handel,

In the figure illustrated below, we find a series of

ascending seconds followed by a downward skip of a fourth:
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Fig. 47. Ascending seconds and descending
fourth.

The above pattern is present in the first and second move-

ments of the sixth sonata.

The following melodic figure is found in the first and

second movements of the fourth sonata and consists of one

downward skip of a third followed by two upward skips of

the same interval:

Its. *3

Fig. 48. -- Descending-ascending thirds.

In the first and third movements of the second sonata

we find the next typical melodic figure, consisting of an

upward skip of a minor sixth plus an upward skip of a per-

feet fifth:

s-8.3
1 .1-

Fig. 49.--Ascending minor sixth and ascending fifth.
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The melodic figure below composed of an upward skip

of a third followed by two descending intervals of a second

appears in the first movement of the third sonata and also

in the second movement of the fourth sonata:

Fig. 50. -- Ascending third and descending
seconds.

The second movements of the first and fifth sonatas

contain the proceeding melodic pattern made up of two con-

secutive upward skips of a minor sixth:

Fig. 51 -- Ascending minor sixths.

It will be noticed in the foregoing section that none

of the typical melodic figures of Bach coincides with any

of the common melodic patterns of Handel.

After thoroughly studying the melodic content of the

Bach and Handel accompanied violin sonatas, it is concluded

that the two composers made the same extensive use of
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diatonic melody and the same sparse employment of angular

melody, yet each maintained an unmistakable individuality

and identity throughout.



CHAPTER VII

FIGURATION

As a musical term the word "figure" refers to any iso-

lated pattern of notes. Consequently "figuration" may be

described simply as any recurrence of a musical figure. In

this chapter we shall first deal with the general charac-

teristics of figuration and its treatment in the two sets of

sonatas and then point out typical recurrent patterns found

in the works of each composer. Since it was found that the

element of rhythmic pattern is of little importance to the

figuration of either Bach or Handel, we shall consider the

rhythmic element along with the melodic.

Melodic Pattern

In studying the figuration of the sonatas of J. S.

Bach, the writer found that melodic patterns recur from two

to six times in a given period or phrase. It was also dis-

covered that melodic figuration occurs more frequently in

the fast second and fourth movements than it does in the

slow first and third movements. These two facts are also

true of the sonatas of Handel. The exact frequency of re-

curring melodic patterns tabulated according to movements

may be seen in Table 9 later in this chapter.
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An illustration of melodic figuration as exhibited in

the second movement of Bach's second accompanied violin

sonata is the following:

Fig. 52. -- Melodic figuration in Bach.

Contrasted to the arpeggio-like pattern of Bach, seen

above, is the subsequent Alberti-like figure isolated from

the second movement of Handel's fourth sonata:

-+ e- -e- -e -e - - e- ... p. -S p.. :e

Fig. 53. -- Melodic figuration in Handel.

Attention should be called to the fact that the follow-

ing table shows that both Bach and Handel employ no melodic

figuration in their first and third movements; also, that in

the second movements Handel makes more extensive use of it

than does Bach, while in the fourth movements the converse

of this is true.

The figures in Table 9 refer to the number of instances

of melodic figuration irrespective of the length of the pat-

tern.
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TABLE 9

THE FREQUENCY OF MELODIC FIGURATION FOUND IN THE
ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF BACH AND HANDEL

. .. .- --

First Movement Second Movement

Bach

0

0

0

0

0

0

Handel Bach Handel

Third Movement

Beh

-M Nlw --6 1 L. - I4 II --4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

4

7

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Handel

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fourth Movement

Bach

0

0

5

0

0

4

Handel

0

0

I

2

2

2

Style s of Figuration

The phrase, "style of figuration," refers to the in-

digenous character of the recurring musical patterns, that

is to say, whether or not the figuration is scale-like or

chordal in structure. In both Bach and Handel the most com-

mon style of figurati.on is the scale type. An illustration

of recurring scale-like patterns displayed in the Bach sonatas

is seen in the following example:

Fig. 54. -- Scale-like style of figuration in Bach.

Sonata

I

II

III

IV

Vi

VI

wig aglow 11011111101-- ON
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The chordal style of figuration found in the accompanied

violin sonatas of J. S. Bach is well depicted in the succeed-

ing excerpt:

Fig. 55. -- Chordal style of figuration in Bach.

Handel's use of the scale-like style of figuration is

clearly seen in the following figure taken from the last

movement of his fourth sonata:

Fig. 56. -- Scale-like style of figuration in Handel.

The ensuing musical example illustrates the chordal

style of figuration as exhibited in the violin sonatas of

Handel:

V

Fig. 57. -- Chordal style of figuration in Handel.
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Although both composers utilize the scale-like style

of figuration more extensively than the chordal type, Bach

manifests a more prodigious use of both styles than does

Handel.

.Owiv, , , ARM , , I



CHAPTER VIII

ORNAMENTATION

One of the distinguishing qualities of the music writ-

ten during the Bach and Handel era, sometimes referred to as

the late Baroque Period, is an affluence of melodic ornamenta-

tion or decoration. In the accompanied violin sonatas of

Bach and Handel this melodic ornamentation falls into five

classifications, namely, the appoggiatura, the trill or

shake, the turn, the mordent, and melisnatic treatment or

style. Let us consider, at this time, the appoggiatura,

which is the simplest ornamental device of the group.

The Appoggiatura

The term is derived from the Italian word "appoggiare,"

meaning to support or lean upon. The appoggiatura delays

the entrance of the principal or essential note with a note

one degree above or below it. There are three types of ap-

poggiatura, namely, long, short, and double.

The long appoggiatura is written as a small note to

the left of the principal note, thus:

48
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Fig. 58. -- Long appoggiatura.

The duration or length of the long appoggiatura is de-

pendent upon its own time value. For example, in the above

figure it is equivalent to an eighth note or half the value

of the principal note.

The short appoggiatura is written as a small eighth

note with a line through its stem, also appearing to the

left of the main note:

Fig. 59. -- Short appoggiatura.

In perfonnance, the short appoggiatura does not appear

on the beat, but instead takes its time value from the pre-

ceding note.

The double appoggiatura consists of two short notes

preceding a principal note, the one being placed above and

the other below the main note. In this type of embellish-

ment the first of the two notes may be at any distance from
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the main note, but the second note is only one degree away,

for example:

I m r. m

Fig. 60. -- Double appoggiatura.

In the accozuparied violin sonatas of Bach, the short

appoggiatura is not found. The long appoggiatura, on the

other hand, occurs sixteen times.

The following figure illustrates Baah's use of the long

appoggiatura:

o~ 
4.

Fig. 61. -- Long appoggiatura in Bach.

Bach's fondness for the double appoggiatura is revealed

in the fact that the violin and piano sonatas contain twenty

examples of it, one of which is the following:

i~ ~uu

Fig. 62.-- Double appoggiatura in Bach.

j4F'

r 7,10,111A,
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Contrasted to Bachts preference for the long and double

appoggiaturas, the Handel accompanied violin sonatas mani-

fest no examples of either type. This strikirg difference

is intensified by the appearance of five short appoggiaturas

in Handel as compared to the complete absence of the short

appoggiatura in Bach.

Handel's employment of the short appoggiatura is shown

in the proceeding figure:

Fig. 63. -- Short appoggiatura in Handel.

The Trill

The common decorative device in music called the "trill,"

also known as the "shake;," consists of a rapid alternation

of a note with its upper neighbor for the entire duration of

the time value indicated by the written note, as in the ex-

ample below:

Fig. 64. -- Trill.

(

1

-s Ii .,. S. -

1 __ __
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This type of melodic embellishment is found in every

movement of all the Bach sonatas except the second and third

movements of the fifth sonata.

The following example shows the trill functioning in a

cadence, a very common use of the ornament in Bach:

AA1

Fig. 65. -- Trill in Bach.

In the six Handel violin and piano sonatas, we find a

less extensive employment of the trill. It appears in only

nineteen out of the total twenty-four movements.

Handel, like his contemporary, employs the ornamental

device to a great extent in cadential measures. This is il-

lustrated in the following:

8-

Fig. 66. -- Trill in Handel.

The Turn

The musical ornament called the "turn" consists of four

notes -- namely, the note above the written note, the written
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note itself, the note below, and the written note again:

\J

Fig. 67. -- Turn.

The turn is indicated by the sign c~ as shown in Fig.

67. However, the sign does not occur in the sonatas of

Bach or Handel. Instead of being so abbreviated, the turn

is written out. It is believed that in writing out his or-

naments the composer had some assurance that his melodic

line would not be altered by the performer.

An example of the written turn in Bach is the follow-

ing:

Fig. 68. -- Turn written out in Bach.

Handel's employment of this device is seen in the il-

lustration below:

9z:(1 .. 3 p

Fig. 69. --- Turn written out in Handel.
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Bach utilizes the turn more extensively than does Han-

del. This is clearly seen in the fact that all the sonatas

of Bach possess the ornament, while only in the third, fifth,

and sixth sonatas of Handel is it found. The writer discov-

ered no uniformity with regard to the extent of its use in

movement types.

The Mordent

The mordent consists of a rapid alternation of a writ-

ten note with the note immediately below it.

The proceeding figure illustrates the device, the sign

by which it is indicated, and its interpretation:

Fig. 70. -- Mordent.

Here again, however, we find that neither composer em-

ploys the abbreviation, but instead, to avoid uncertainty

in performance, writes out the ornament.

An example of the written mordent utilized by Bach is

the following:

Fig. 71. -- Mordent written out in Bach.

-WWa*WWWAW"
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Handel's use of the mordent is shown in the ensuing

illustration:

Fig. 72. - Mordent written out in Handel.

The degree to which Bach more extensively employs the

mordent than does Handel may be seen in Table 10.

Melismatic Style

The term tmelismatic"? embodies the Greek word "melisma"l

meaning song. In early plain song the term "melisma" was

used for a group of notes set to a single syllable, with

the result that elaborate plain song style became known as

melismatic. To all intents and purposes, it may be said that

a melismatic figure is a flourish or highly decorative

figure, of no set design, or pattern, used to ornament the

outline of a melody.

The following figure shows a pattern of notes first

without and then with melismatic treatment:

Fig. 73. -- Melismatic figure.
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An example of melismatic style in the Bach sonatas for

violin and piano is the following:

Fig. 74. -- Melismatic style in Bach.

The following illustration exhibits Handel's use of

this type of ornamentation:

Fig. 75. -- Melismatic style in Handel.

In the subsequent table, which shows the number of times

each ornamental device occurs in the sonatas of Bach and

Handel, we find that Bach employs melismatic ornamentation

more than twice as many times as Handel. According to a

direct statement by Putnam C. Aldrich, this is attributable

to the fact that Bach chose to write out his own ornamenta-

tion, while Handel left embellishment up to the performer

to improvise. It is a noteworthy fact, however', that both

composers utilize melismatic style only in slow movements.
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TABLE 10

THE FREQUENCY OF VARIOUS ORNAMENTAL DEVICES FOUND
IN THE ACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS OF

BACH AND HANDEL

Ornamental Device Bach Handel

Appoggiatura*

Long........................ 16 0

Double...................... 20 0

Tr l1 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .148 69

Tu n. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. .64 20

Mordent ......................... 62 18

Melismaticrigure............... 22 10



CHAPTER IX

STMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Sumnary

In order that the reader may gain a more succinct view

of the salient findings brought out in this comparative study,

a brief summary of each chapter is provided below.

Range and Register. -- The sonatas of both Bach and

Handel reveal the same range, namely, one which extends from

G, a fourth below middle C, to E, two octaves and a third

above middle C. The middle register is the most commonly

employed in the sonatas of both composers. Bach, however,

utilizes the high and low registers more frequently than does

Handel.

Phraseology. -- The phrase structure of the Bach sonatas

is more varied than that of the Handel works. Both composers

display a preference for the short phrase, and Bach, more

so than Handel, makes considerable use of the long phrase.

Sequential Treatment. -- Bach makes greater use of se-

quence than does Handel. Both composers exhibit a mutual

fondness for sealewise sequence descending and ascending by

the interval of a second.
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Melodic Contour. -- The accompanied violin sonatas of

both Bach and Handel reveal well-varied melodic contour.

The composers differ relative to contour in that Bach pre-

fers the ascending line while Handel is more fond of the de-

scending line. The composers are alike, however, in that

they employ ascending and descending lines which proceed

rapidly by step more frequently than lines which progress

slowly and by skip.

Melodic Progression. - Both Bach and Handel manifest

a preference for melodic line which progresses by small in-

terval degrees which results in a linear rather than an

angular melodic line. The two composers achieve angularity

by the employment of the same interval skips, namely, the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and octave. The melodic figures

typical of each composer are essentially diatonic in struc-

ture.

Figration. -- In the violin and piano sonatas of both

composers, melodic figuration is found only in the fast

second and fourth movements. The Bach movements display a

greater use of scalelike mnd chordal styles of figuration

than do the Handel sonatas.

Ornamentation. -- The sonatas of Bach possess a greater

wealth of ornamentation than do the sonatas of Handel. Both

composers, however, utilize the same ornamental devices,

namely, the appoggiatura, trill, turn, mordent, and melis-

matic figures. In general it may be said that ornaments
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are not abbreviated but written out in the sonatas of both
Bach and Handel.

Conclusion

In the introduction it was pointed out that there is a

notable scarcity of material on the subject dealt with in

this thesis. Because of this absence of adequate litera-

ture, the study is, of necessity, based entirely upon the

direct analysis of the music. The results of this analysis

are recorded in the foregoing chapters, wherein the writer

has shown in detail the differences and similarities of the

styles of the two composers.

It is hoped that in addition to the immediate value

derived from the study, this work may, in some degree, fill

the apparent gap which exists in literature pertaining to
the violin sonatas of Bach and Handel.
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